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Can we provide a neutral overview of the field?

Theories are not put to the test?

Why aren’t theories eliminated?

• Vast majority of studies 
confirming the theories rather 
than challenging them.

• Only 33% of studies are theory 
driven. 

• Most studies post-hoc interpret 
their results as suppor�ng the 
theories.

Challenging at least
one theory

Not challenging
any theory

Reviews are wri�en from the standpoint of specific theories

• The overall picture of findings in the field is highly heterogenous.
• S�ll, the theories are backed by empirical data compa�ble with their predic�ons.

Spa�al findings (fMRI)

Temporal findings (EEG, iEEG, MEG)
• Suppor�ve theory -driven experiments disambiguate some of the pa�erns.

Limited cross-talk between the theories
Is the field frac�onated?

• Lack of cross-talk between the theories - Increase in support of one theory 
has no clear implica�ons for other theories. 
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Diverse means to study consciousness

The outcome of studies can be predicted by methodological parameters
• A random forest classifier5 learned the associa�ons between the parameters 

and outcomes of N-1 experiments and predicted the outcome of an 
untrained experiment (leave one out strategy) with above chance accuracy.
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Methods

The database includes 379 papers 
repor�ng 418 experiments interpre�ng 
their results in light of at least one of the 
theories. Each experiment was classified 
according to parameters of interest.

Distribu�on of papers
that underwent manual screening
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• Most experiments in the field yield suppor�ve results, and rela�vely few 
studies try to test opposing predic�ons in a theory-driven manner.

• A highly-variable pa�ern of temporal and spa�al findings, that cannot be 
easily explained by any of the suggested frameworks for consciousness.

• The interpreta�on of a study can be predicted based on the methodological 
choices made by the researchers, hin�ng at possible methodological biases.
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